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Summary During embryogenesis and tissue maintenance and repair in an adult organism, a
myriad of stem cells are regulated by their surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) enriched
with tissue/organ-specific nanoscale topographical cues to adopt different fates and functions.
Attributed to their capability of self-renewal and differentiation into most types of somatic
cells, stem cells also hold tremendous promise for regenerative medicine and drug screening.
However, a major challenge remains as to achieve fate control of stem cells in vitro with high
specificity and yield. Recent exciting advances in nanotechnology and materials science have
enabled versatile, robust, and large-scale stem cell engineering in vitro through developments
of synthetic nanotopographical surfaces mimicking topological features of stem cell niches.

In addition to generating new insights for stem cell biology and embryonic development, this
effort opens up unlimited opportunities for innovations in stem cell-based applications. This
review is therefore to provide a summary of recent progress along this research direction,
with perspectives focusing on emerging methods for generating nanotopographical surfaces
and their applications in stem cell research. Furthermore, we provide a review of classi-

cal as well as emerging cellular mechano-sensing and -transduction mechanisms underlying
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stem cell nanotopography sensitivity and also give some hypotheses in regard to how a multitude
of signaling events in cellular mechanotransduction may converge and be integrated into core
pathways controlling stem cell fate in response to extracellular nanotopography.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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pography. We also provide some speculations as regard to
how these mechanotransductive events may converge with
ntroduction

apid advances in stem cell studies have unveiled the
reat potential of stem cells as promising solutions for
egenerative medicine, disease modeling, developmental
iology studies, and drug screening [1—6]. Stem cells,
ncluding adult stem cells [7], embryonic stem cells (ESCs)
8], and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) [9], share
he ability of self-renewal and differentiation into specific
ell lineages, providing invaluable cell sources for various
iomedical and biological applications [6]. The self-renewal
apability of stem cells enables rapid cell expansion with-
ut losing cell stemness, critical for generating enough cell
uantities for large-scale cell-based applications. Directing
tem cell differentiation into defined lineages with tissue-
pecific mature functions is also important for treating
issue-specific degenerative diseases (such as neurologi-
al, hepatic, hematopoietic, and diabetic diseases [1,4,6])
nd in vitro disease modeling and drug screening. Among
ifferent stem cells, adult stem cells possess limited,
issue-specific regenerative potential and thus can only
ifferentiate into a few lineages [7]. In contrast, pluripo-
ent stem cells (PSCs), including both ESCs and iPSCs,
ossess the potential of differentiating into all three germ
ayers, i.e. endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm, and sub-
equently into any type of somatic cells [1,10]. Although
ogether, both adult and pluripotent stem cells can provide
irtually unlimited cell sources for in vitro and in vivo cell-
ased applications, a major technical hurdle remains as to
chieve large-scale, high-efficiency cell expansion as well
s directed differentiation into cell lineages of mature func-
ions with high specificity and yield.

In the physiological stem cell niche, stem cells are
onstantly challenged by both soluble cues and insolu-
le, physical stimuli dynamically regulated in the local
xtracellular matrix (ECM) [11,12]. The stem cell—ECM
nterface is composed of structural units of nanometer
ength scales, which in turn regulate stem cell fate along
ith other physical factors [13—16]. Specifically, in vivo
CM is enriched with hierarchical fibers and fibrils con-
isting of filamentous proteins such as collagen, elastin,
bronectin, vitronectin, and laminin, presenting adhesive

igands on a structured landscape with spatial organiza-
ions and characteristic dimensions of a few to hundreds
f nanometers [17]. The helical surface topographical peri-
dicity of individual ECM fibrils (e.g., collagen I) is also
physical cue that can dictate stem cell behaviors [18].

n direct contact with the ECM, the cell membrane is
nriched with adhesive molecules and protrusive struc-
ures with characteristic nanometer length scales. For

nstance, integrin, the transmembrane receptor directly
inking ECM ligands to intracellular adaptor proteins and
he actin cytoskeleton (CSK), has a dimension of 20—50 nm

c
f
r

13,19]. Nanoscale filopodia (‘‘nanopodia’’), cell membrane
rotrusions containing bundled actin filaments, also have
een shown in cellular probing of extracellular nanotopo-
raphical features [20]. Cellular sensing of extracellular
anotopographical cues through nanoscale architecture
nd dynamics of cell-ECM adhesions initiates downstream
ntracellular mechanotransductive events, resulting in a
ultitude of nanotopography-sensitive cellular behaviors,

ncluding cell adhesion, morphology, proliferation, gene
xpression, self-renewal, and differentiation [16,21—27].
wing to its potent role in regulating stem cell fate, extra-
ellular nanotopography recently attracts much attention
rom bioengineers and materials scientists in an effort
o achieve stem cell fate control using synthetic nan-
topographical surfaces generated from different novel
anofabrication technologies and material synthesis meth-
ds [17,25].

A few key molecular players have emerged in accom-
any with several principal mechanotransductive path-
ays for regulating stem cell nanotopography sensitivity

19,28]. Specifically, existing evidence has suggested
he involvement of integrin-mediated adhesion signaling
29], CSK contractility (tension) and integrity [30,31],
nd nuclear mechanics [32,33] in mechanosensing and
echanotransduction of extracellular nanotopographical

ues [19]. However, it remains unclear how these dif-
erent mechanotransductive cellular machineries function
r collaborate differently in different stem cell systems.
oreover, it remains elusive how mechanoregulation at
ultiple levels (genetic and epigenetic, transcriptional,

nd post-transcriptional including microRNA) and time
cales are integrated into a core regulatory network
o control stem cell nanotopography sensitivity. Future
xploration of nanotopography-sensitive pathways will help
mprove rational designs of functional biomaterials for
nhancing their performance in stem cell-based applica-
ions.

A major goal of this review is to offer a summary of recent
rogress on the new trend of engineering synthetic nanoto-
ographical surfaces for controlling stem cell fate. We first
rovide a review of state of the art nanofabrication meth-
ds for generating functional nanotopographical surfaces for
tem cell studies, with a focus on those applicable for large-
cale stem cell culture. We then highlight applications of
anotopographical surfaces in recent investigations for the
ontrol of stem cell fate. We discuss a few important intra-
ellular mechanotransductive mechanisms that have been
mplicated in cellular responses to extracellular nanoto-
lassical signal transduction pathways to control stem cell
ate. We conclude by offering some perspectives on future
esearch directions and opportunities for leveraging stem
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Table 1 Comparison of methods for generating nanotopography.

Fabrication technique Cost Throughput Controllability of
feature shape

Controllability of
feature size

Material
compatibility

Photolithography ** *** *** * ***

E-beam lithography *** * *** *** *

Colloid lithography ** *** * * *

Nanoimprinting *** *** *** *** **

Replica molding * *** *** *** **

Chemical etching * ** * ** *

RIE ** *** * *** *

Electrospinning * ** ** * ***

Phase separation * ** ** ** **

Anodization * ** * ** *

Sintering * ** * ** **

* Low.
** Medium.

*** High.
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cell nanotopography sensitivity for engineering stem cell
fate and function.

Fabrication of nanotopographical surfaces

Various nanoengineering tools and synthesis methods have
been successfully developed and utilized to generate nan-
otopographical surfaces or scaffolds for in vitro stem
cell research. Based on their fabrication principles, these
techniques can be classified into four different groups:
lithographic patterning, pattern transfer, surface roughen-
ing, and material synthesis (Fig. 1 and Tables 1 and 2).
Lithographic patterning and pattern transfer are two top-
down approaches that utilize predefined patterns to create
nanotopographical features on two-dimensional planar sur-
faces. Surface roughening and material synthesis, on the
contrary, directly generate nanostructures on material sur-
faces from the bottom up using chemical or physical
means. Together, these methods present a wide spectrum
of fabrication tools capable of generating nanotopographi-
cal features of a wide range of sizes and geometries, and
even hierarchical (micro-)nanotopographical surfaces. To
successfully utilize stem cell—nanotopography interactions
for stem cell applications, it is important to understand and
appreciate advantages and limitations of each of available
nanoengineering tools and synthesis methods for generating
extracellular nanotopography in terms of fabrication cost,
throughput, materials, controllability of feature shape, size
and accuracy (Table 1).

Lithographic patterning

A variety of lithographic patterning methods, including
photolithography [34], electron beam lithography [35—38],

and colloidal lithography [39—44], have been successfully
applied to generate extracellular nanotopography of dif-
ferent size ranges and spatial organizations on planar 2D
surfaces following pre-defined patterns (Table 2).

E
T
U

hotolithography
eveloped from semiconductor microfabrication, photo-

ithography, or optical lithography, is the most popular
echnique for surface patterning at micron and sub-
icron scales. In photolithography, defined geometric
atterns are transferred from a photomask to a light-
ensitive organic material (photoresist) coated on a planar
ubstrate via ultraviolet (UV) light exposure. After pho-
olithographic patterning of positive/negative photoresist,
xposed/protected regions of the photoresist can be
emoved with the protected/exposed regions remaining
n the substrate, serving as a lithographic mask faithfully
nheriting pre-defined patterns from the photomask and
ransferring it to the substrate with subsequent etching pro-
esses [45,46]. The finest resolvable dimension (resolution)
f photolithography is limited by UV light wavelength as well
s the ability of reduction lens to capture enough diffraction
rders from illuminated photomask [45]. State of the art
hotolithography using deep UV light from excimer lasers
ith wavelengths of 248 and 193 nm allows fabrications of
anoscale structures with a minimum feature size down to
0 nm [45—48]. Due to the expense and limited accessibility
f photolithography instruments for sub-100 nm fabrication,
pplication of photolithography for fabrication of nanoto-
ographical features has been limited to a length scale of
undreds of nanometers (Table 1). It should be noted, how-
ver, that the capability of photolithography in fabricating
arge-area, arbitrarily designed sub-micron topographical
eatures has rendered it the most popular surface pattern-
ng technique for biomedical applications. As an example,
anoscale gratings have been fabricated using photolitho-
raphy on silicon substrates for studying nanotopographic
ensing by human ESCs and endothelial progenitor cells
34,49].
lectron beam lithography
o overcome resolution of photolithography limited by
V wavelength, other sources of illumination have been
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Figure 1 Fabrication of nanotopographic surfaces. Lithographic patterning. (a) A nanogrooved silicon substrates with 70 nm wide
ridge and 400 nm pitch fabricated by EBL [36]. Reproduced with permission [36]. Copyright 2003, Biologists Ltd. (b) Regular (left)
and random (right) arrays of 120-nm-diameter, 100-nm-deep nanopits on silicon substrates fabricated by EBL [37]. Reproduced
with permission [37]. Copyright 2007, Nature Publishing Group. (c) A nanotopographic substrate fabricated by the self-assembly of
110-nm-diameter nanoparticles [54]. Reproduced with permission [54]. Copyright 2003, IEEE. Pattern transfer. (d) Nanostructured
polyurethane acrylate (PUA) surface with a patterned array of nanopillars fabricated by nanoimprinting from a silicon master. The
diameter of the pillars was 300 nm and the gap between the pillars was 900 nm [68]. Reproduced with permission [68]. Copyright
2013, American Chemical Society. (e) PDMS nanograting produced by replica molding from a PMMA master [69]. Reproduced with
permission [69]. Copyright 2005, Elsevier. (f) AFM scan of a PCL surface with nanopits produced by replica molding from a pillared
quartz master [38]. Reproduced with permission [38]. Copyright 2002, IEEE. Surface roughening. (g) Nanostructured PCL with feature
dimensions of 50—100 nm fabricated by NaOH etching [77]. Reproduced with permission [77]. Copyright 2003, Wiley Periodicals,
Inc. (h) Nanoroughened Ti surface (surface roughness Ra = 0.87 ± 0.03 �m) fabricated by acid etching in hydrochloric acid/sulfuric
acid [78]. Reproduced with permission [78]. Copyright 1998, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (i) Glass surfaces with surface roughness of
100 nm fabricated by RIE [80]. Reproduced with permission [80]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. Material synthesis. (j)
Aligned nanofibrous hydroxybutyl chitosan (HBC) scaffolds fabricated by electrospinning [104]. Reproduced with permission [104].
Copyright 2007, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. (k) Nanofibrous PLLA matrix with an average fiber diameter of 148 ± 21 nm and a
porosity of 92.9% fabricated by phase separation [114]. Reproduced with permission [114]. Copyright 2009, Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. (l)
Self-aligned TiO2 nanotubes with a diameter of 100 nm generated by anodizing Ti sheets under a potential of 20 V [139]. Reproduced
with permission [139]. Copyright 2009, National Academy of Sciences of the USA. (m) Nanostructured alumina substrates with 24-nm
grain-like structures fabricated by sintering [146]. Reproduced with permission [146]. Copyright 2008, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Table 2 Summary of various nanotopographic methods for stem cell studies.

Fabrication technique Topography Feature size Material Cell type Major result Reference

Lithography &
replica-molding

Grating 600 nm PDMS Endothelial
progenitor cells

Supports in vitro Capillary Tube
Formation

[34]

Lithography &
replica-molding

Grating 600 nm PDMS Human ESC Alters ESC morphology and
proliferation

[49]

E-beam lithography Nanopit Array 120 nm Silicon Human MSC Control of human MSC differentiation
using nanoscale symmetry and
disorder

[37,276]

Colloid lithography Island 120—600 nm Silica Mouse ESC Maintains mouse ESC self-renewal [57]
RIE Random roughness 1—150 nm Glass Human ESC Regulates ESC adhesion,

proliferation, self-renewal and
differentiation

[80]

Electrospinning Random nanofibers 200—400 nm PCL Human & rat MSC Promoted osteogenesis of MSCs [95,96]
Electrospinning Random nanofibers 500—700 nm PCL Human MSC Support in vitro chondrogenesis of

MSCs
[97]

Electrospinning Random & aligned
nanofibers

250—930 nm PCL Rat NSC Aligned nanofibers promote neuronal
differentiation

[98]

Electrospinning Random nanofibers 280 nm PCL Human ESC Support ESC colony formation and
maintain stemness

[99]

Electrospinning Random & aligned
nanofibers

250 nm PCL Mouse ESC Aligned nanofibers promote neuronal
differentiation and neurite outgrowth

[100]

Electrospinning Random nanofiber 283—1452 nm PES Rat NSC Fiber diameter regulate
differentiation and proliferation of
rat NSCs

[101]

Electrospinning Nanofiber 529 ± 114 nm PES Human HSC Nanofibrous surface supports HSC
expansion

[102]

Electrospinning Nanofiber 180 nm Polyamide Mouse ESC Promote the proliferation and
self-renewal of mouse ESCs

[94,157]

Electrospinning Random and aligned
nanofibers

150—1150 nm PLLA Mouse NSC Aligned nanofibers enhance NSC
differentiation

[87,88]

Electrospinning Random and aligned
nanofibers

500 nm CNT/PLLA Mouse ESC Aligned nanofibers enhance NSC
differentiation

[89]

Electrospinning Random and aligned
nanofibers

196—253 nm P(LLA-CL) Mouse NSC Promote NSC proliferation and
differentiation

[90]

Electrospinning Random nanofibers 230—620 nm P(LLA-CL) Mouse MSC Promote neuronal differentiation [91]
Electrospinning Random nanofibers 250—300 nm PLGA Mouse ESC Affects ESC fate [92]
Electrospinning Random nanofibers 50—300 nm/2—4 �m Fibrin/PLGA Human MSC Promotes cardiomyogenesis [148]
Electrospinning Random nanofiber Not available PMGI Mouse ESC Maintain mouse ESC culture under

feeder-free conditions
[103]
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Table 2 (Continued)

Fabrication technique Topography Feature size Material Cell type Major result Reference

Electrospinning Aligned nanofiber 436 nm HBC Human MSC Induces cell alignment and
myogenesis

[104]

Electrospinning Random and aligned
nanofibers

369—554 nm PHBV/HA Rat MSC Random nanofibers promote in vitro
proliferation and early osteogenesis

[105]

Electrospinning Random nanofibers Not available HA/CTS Mouse MSC Enhances osteogenic differentiation [106]
Phase separation Random nanofiber 50—500 nm PLLA Mouse ESC Promotes osteogenic differentiation [114]
Phase separation Worm-like and

dot-like patterns
160 nm Polystyrene-

blockpoly(2-
vinylpyridine)

Human MSC Influences MSC morphology,
proliferation

[127]

Anodization Nanotube 30—100 nm TiO2 Human MSC Regulates human MSC differentiation
toward osteoblast lineage

[139]

Anodization Nanotube 15—100 nm TiO2 Rat MSC Influences adhesion, morphology
proliferation and osteogenesis

[14]

Anodization Nanopillars 15—100 nm Titania Human MSC Feature height affects human MSC
adhesion, morphology and
differentiation

[140]

Sintering Grain-like structure 24—1500 nm Alumina, titania, and
hydroxyapatite

Human MSC Affects human MSC adhesion and
proliferation

[146]

Graft Random nanofibers Not available Poly(acrylic
acid)/CNT

Human ESC Direct and promote human ESC
derived EBs differentiation into
neuron cells

[166]

Nano-imprinting Grooves and pillars 300—1500 nm PUA Human NSC Nanopatterns influence morphology,
alignment, focal adhesion, and
neuronal differentiation

[68]

Nano-imprinting Ridge/groove 350 nm PUA Human ESC Induces neuronal differentiation [168]
Nano-imprinting and

soft lithography
Grating 350—1000 nm PDMS Human MSC Induce differentiation of human MSCs

into neuronal lineage
[75]

Nano-imprinting Nanopit 50 nm Polycarbonate Human ESC Influences human ESC differentiation [162]
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exploited for lithography, such as electron beams and x-rays.
As a powerful nanofabrication method, electron beam
lithography (EBL) [50] has been developed for creating well-
defined patterns with feature sizes <10 nm, owing to a
reduced wavelength of electron waves. Instead of using pho-
tomasks and UV light, in EBL a focused electron beam is
utilized to selectively expose an electron-sensitive organic
resist (such as poly(methyl methacrylate), or PMMA) follow-
ing a pre-defined scanning path. Fabrication of periodic line
patterns with a line width of 5—7 nm has been successfully
demonstrated using EBL [35]. Owing to its versatility in gen-
erating nanoscale features with dimensions comparable to
cell adhesion structures, EBL has been commonly utilized
for generating nanotopographical surfaces to regulate cell-
ECM adhesive interactions on both silicon and fused silica
surfaces (Fig. 1a and b).

Although EBL can achieve precise surface patterning with
a sub-100 nm resolution, given its ‘‘direct writing’’ nature,
its throughput is extremely low, limiting its application to
low-volume productions of nanotopographical surfaces with
a limited surface area. The high cost of EBL machine has
also limited its access for pilot stem cell studies where a
large number of nanotopographical surfaces with different
geometrical patterns are desired for high-content screening
of nanotopography that is optimal for specific stem cell fate
regulation.

Colloidal lithography
Both photolithography and EBL are top-down lithography-
based approaches. As a totally different bottom-up
approach, colloid lithography has been developed to gen-
erate surface topological features down to a nanometer
scale with high-throughput, relatively simple fabrication
strategies and reasonable cost [38,53—56]. In colloidal
lithography, self-assembled nanoparticle crystal structures
with a short-range intrinsic order are created on planar
surfaces to serve as masks for subsequent etching pro-
cesses (Fig. 1c) [39—42]. Colloidal lithography does not
possess the accuracy and on-demand control over spatial
patterns it can generate, as compared to photolithography
and EBL. To generate nanotopography with different spatial
patterns, colloidal lithography can utilize different crystal
structures of self-assembled colloidal masks and alter inci-
dence angle of plasma that etches the underlying surface
[39—42].

With proper surface functionalization, self-assembled
colloidal monolayers can be directly used as nanoto-
pographical substrates for cell assays [54,57,58]. In
addition, colloid lithography has been applied to gener-
ate nanoscale topographical features on curvilinear surfaces
of microscale particles and scaffolds to create hierar-
chical topographical biomaterials that are difficult to
obtain using conventional methods [39—41,56]. Combining
nanoscale patterned surfaces generated by photolithogra-
phy and EBL with colloid self-assembly, it is also possible
to achieve regular patterns of nanotopography with curvi-
linear local geometries [59]. Instead of serving as an

etching mask, self-assembled colloidal nanoparticle layers
can also act as a deposition mask to generate nanoto-
pography with a negative pattern of the colloidal mask
[60—62].
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attern transfer

attern transfer utilizes pre-existing nanotopographical fea-
ures on a rigid mold to transfer such features using molding
rocesses to other materials with high-efficiency and high-
delity. Here we discuss two types of pattern transfer
echniques, nanoimprinting and replica molding, that have
een commonly used for generating nanotopographical sur-
aces for stem cell studies.

anoimprinting
anoimprinting utilizes hot embossing of thermoplastics to
chieve nanoscale surface patterning [63—65]. In nanoim-
rinting, a thin layer of thermoplastic polymer is spread
r spin-coated onto a planar, featureless substrate. A hard
emplate (‘‘mold’’) containing pre-fabricated nanotopo-
raphical features is then brought into a direct contact with
he polymer layer (‘‘imprinting’’), and they are pressed
ogether under pressure. When heated up above the glass
ransition temperature of the polymer, the polymer on the
ubstrate melts and conforms to the pattern of the tem-
late. The polymer layer forms an inverse replica of the
emplate after cooling and separation from the template
‘‘demolding’’) (Fig. 1d). In nanoimprinting, adhesion
etween the polymer and the template is carefully con-
rolled to allow proper release of polymeric substrates.

A key advantage of nanoimprinting is its ability to
chieve high resolution nanofabrication (down to 14 nm
66]) over a large surface area using a relatively simple
rocedure; however, nanoimprinting requires specialized
quipments to orchestrate its different processing steps
67]. To date, synthetic nanotopographical surfaces have
een created by nanoimprinting using thermoplastic poly-
ers such as PMMA [69] and polyurethane acrylate (PUA)

68] and more recently with platinum-based bulk metallic
lass alloy (Pt-BMG), an inorganic material susceptible to
hermoplastic forming [70].

eplica molding
hile nanoimprinting uses thermoplastic materials, replica
olding is a method of replicating structures into an

lastomeric polymer material that hardens after baking
nder elevated temperature. Conceptually, replica molding
elongs to a larger class of methods called soft lithog-
aphy that was developed complementary to traditional
hotolithography [71,72]. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is
he most frequently used elastomeric polymer material for
eplica molding owing to its excellent physical property
nd biocompatibility. The procedure of replica molding is
traightforward and easy for implementation in a regular
esearch laboratory, rendering this method ideal for rapid
rototyping.

In replica molding, PDMS precursor in a liquid state is
oured directly onto a mold with surface topography inverse
o that is desired. Upon heating, PDMS cures, resulting in a
ardened PDMS layer that can be readily released from the
old. The final PDMS layer presents a replica that retains

he size and geometry of the original topography on the mold

ith high fidelity (Fig. 1e). As typical elastomers including
DMS can be readily deformed by surface tension, they are
ot suitable for molding to generate nanoscale topograph-
cal features with high fidelity. Instead, ‘‘hard’’ thermally
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urable polymers such as h-PDMS [73] and PUA [74] have
een utilized for replica molding when desired topograph-
cal features have critical dimensions of less than 500 nm.
o study cellular responses to extracellular nanotopogra-
hy, replica molding has been applied to generate nanoscale
ratings on PDMS using either silicon [34] or nanoimprinted
MMA molds [69,75]. Other than PDMS, polycaprolactone
PCL), a biodegradable polyester, has also been used as a
lastomeric polymer for replica molding to transfer nanopit
tructures with a diameter of 50 nm from a silicon mold
abricated by EBL [38] (Fig. 1f).

urface roughening

ven without external templates or masks, a uniform
hysical or chemical etching environment can generate ran-
om nanotopographic features on certain material surfaces
hrough ‘‘surface roughening’’ processes [76—80]. Although
t is intrinsically difficult for surface roughening to achieve
anotopographic features with accurate feature patterns
nd sizes, they are effective for generating nanotopographic
urfaces of large surface areas owing to its simple methodol-
gy and compatibility with bulk processing. To date, surface
oughening has been utilized for generating random nanoto-
ographic features using either chemical etching or physical
eactive ion etching (RIE) processes.

hemical etching
s its name suggests, chemical etching relies on chemical
eactions between etchants and substrate surfaces to be
rocessed to remove materials from the surfaces. Due to
aterial inhomogeneities at the atomic scale or nanoscale
ithin the substrate, etchants locally react and remove
aterials from the surface in an anisotropic fashion at dif-

erent rates, resulting in an uneven landscape with surface
ndulations (surface roughness) down to a nanometer scale
Fig. 1g and h). Surface roughening during chemical etch-
ng depends on experimental conditions such as etchant
omposition and concentration and etching time and tem-
erature [76,81]. It is known, for example, that etching
f silicon surfaces with KOH can result in nanoscale sur-
ace roughness, the level of which increases with etching
ime but decreases with increasing reaction temperature
76]. Importantly, chemical etching can also be applied
o some biocompatible materials commonly used in tissue
ngineering. For example, etching using acids or bases can
reate nanotopography on surfaces of biocompatible poly-
er materials such as poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA),
oly-ether-urethane (PU), and polycaprolactone (PCL) [77].
cid etching can also generate nanotopography on titanium
Ti) surfaces, a common metallic material used for implant
78].

eactive ion etching
esides chemical etching, nanotopographical surfaces can
lso be generated on silica-based glass surfaces with RIE,

well-established semiconductor microfabrication tech-

ique. During RIE etching on glass surfaces, bombardment
y reactive ion species generated using SF6 and C4F8 gases
isrupts un-reactive glass substrate and causes damage such
s dangling bonds and dislocations, resulting in the glass

t
o
o
i
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urface reactive toward etchant species. Importantly, since
mall concentrations of impurities such as Al, K and Na
xist in silica glass, these impurities result in accumula-
ions of less volatile species (such as AlF3, KF, NaF, etc.)
n glass surface during the RIE process [82,83]. Some of
hese less-volatile compounds are then backscattered onto
lass surface and form randomly distributed small clusters
hat can shield glass surface from bombardment and reac-
ion with reactive ions. These compound clusters effectively
enerate the so-called ‘‘micro masking’’ effect that can
andomly shadow glass surface and thus result in nanoscale
oughening of glass surface during the RIE process (Fig. 1i)
82,83]. In practice, nanotopography of glass surface can
e controlled by adjusting the RIE process duration. Com-
ared with chemical etching, RIE usually has a lower etching
ate and thereby allows a more precise control over nan-
topography generated on substrate surfaces. In addition,
IE is compatible with other semiconductor microfabrication
echniques such as photolithography, and as such one can
enerate patterned nanorough islands on a flat glass surface
ombing RIE with photolithography [80].

aterial synthesis

ifferent material synthesis methods developed from tissue
ngineering and other research fields, such as electro-
pinning, phase separation, anodization, and sintering, can
lso be utilized for fabricating nanotopographical biomate-
ials useful for stem cell studies.

lectrospinning
lectrospinning is a long-existing polymer processing tech-
ique which was rediscovered in the early 1990s for its
pplications in the field of tissue engineering owing to its
apability of generating nanofibrous constructs from a broad
ange of polymers in a simple setting [84—86]. Since electro-
pinning does not require the use of coagulation chemistry
r high temperature to produce solid threads from solution,
his process is suited to production of fibers with large and
omplex molecules.

In electrospinning, a high voltage in the range of kilo-
olts is applied to a pendent droplet of polymer solution,
nd the body of the solution becomes charged. Electro-
tatic repulsion in the droplet counteracts surface tension,
esulting in stretching of the droplet. When the voltage
asses a certain threshold, force balance between electro-
tatic repulsion and surface tension breaks, and a liquid jet
rupts from the droplet surface. The liquid jet undergoes
urther stretching due to electrostatic force and solvent
vaporation, reducing fiber diameter to as small as a few
anometers. Arrangements of electrospun nanofibers can be
onveniently controlled from completely random to unidi-
ectionally aligned, producing a wide span of extracellular
anotopographical textures (Fig. 1j) [87—92].

A significant advantage of electrospinning for study-
ng stem cell—nanotopography interactions is its capability
o generate three-dimensional nanofibrous architectures

hat can properly mimic the structure and organization
f in vivo ECM [93]. Its compatibility with many types
f polymers and feasibility for multiplexed functional-
zation has rendered electrospinning a popular method
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for different tissue engineering applications. For exam-
ple, both random and aligned nanofibrillar matrices have
been fabricated using electrospinning of polymers such
as polyamide [94], PCL [95—100], polyethersulfone (PES)
[101,102], poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) [87—91], PLGA [92],
polymethylglutari-mide (PMGI) [103], hydroxybutyl chitosan
(HBC) [104], poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate)
(PHBV) [105], and hydroxyapatite/chitosan (HA/CTS) [106].
Fiber functionalization can be achieved by simply mixing
adhesive ECM proteins such as collagen and gelatin into poly-
mer solution before electrospinning [90,91]. Multiplexed
functionalization of electrospun nanofibrous constructs can
be accomplished by tailored grafting of polymer chains.
Patel et al., for example, have developed a multifunc-
tional PLLA nanofiber biomaterial presenting both laminin
and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) in addition to
the intrinsic nanotopography, via grafting through heparin
and di-amino-poly(ethylene glycol) (di-NH2-PEG) as linkers
[107]. Electrospinning has also been applied to fabricate
nanofibrous structures composed of silk fibroin [108], show-
ing its compatibility with native proteins.

Phase separation
Thermally induced phase separation has long been utilized
for fabrication of nanoporous scaffolds for tissue engineer-
ing applications [109—112]. Phase separation occurs when
the concentration of polymer or polymer blends exceeds its
solubility in solvent. It is convenient to control the mixture
temperature to initiate phase separation in polymer solu-
tion and subsequent generations of micro- and nanoscale
polymer-rich and polymer-lean phase domains within the
mixture [112]. After removal of solvent, polymer-rich phase
domains solidify and form polymeric foam that appears
as nanotopographical scaffolds (Fig. 1k). By varying the
types of polymers and solvents, polymer concentration, and
phase separation temperature, different nanotopographic
morphologies and structures can be created from phase
separation. For example, to recapitulate the fibrous archi-
tecture of type I collagen, phase separation has been
utilized for fabricating synthetic biodegradable PLLA nanofi-
brous matrices with fiber diameters ranging from 50 nm to
500 nm [113,114]. Other than nanofibrous matrices, phase
separation has also been used for generation of nanoto-
pography such as nanoscale islands and pits using blends of
poly(p-bromostyrene) and poly(deuteriostyrene) in conjunc-
tion with a spin-coating method [115].

Phase separation can also be induced at room tempera-
ture to fabricate nanoscale islands of polymers based on a
bulk demixing process for a binary polymer mixture, such
as the polystyrene (PS) and poly(4-bromostyrene) (PBrS)
mixture in a spin-cast thin film [116—119]. Dimension and
density of nanotopographical features generated by polymer
demixing depend on mixture composition and component
concentration. Using demixing of a PS/PBrS mixture, Dalby
et al. have successfully fabricated arrays of circular islands
with a diameter of 10—100 nm to study cellular responses to
nanotopography [117]. Nanotopography patterns generated

by polymer demixing can also be regulated by pre-defined
interfaces at the polymer mixture-substrate boundary. In
an early study, Sprenger et al. have developed a hierarchi-
cal nanotopographical surface by applying ternary polymer
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emixing onto a pre-patterned substrate prepared by micro-
ontact printing [120]. Specifically, a pre-defined microscale
attern of octadecylthiol was generated on a gold surface
sing microcontact printing to exclude poly(2-vinylpyridine)
PVP) phase of the PS/PMMA/PVP mixture onto polar, bare
old regions, where they retain a non-polar PS phase, result-
ng in a wall-like PMMA phase of 200—300 nm thickness in
etween the microscale patterns.

Block copolymer lithography is another phase separation-
ased nanofabrication method with unique advantages of
ow cost and rapid casting [121—124]. Due to phase separa-
ion driven by interactions between different segments of
lock copolymers, block copolymer lithography can gener-
te a rich set of domain-like patterns with a characteristic
imension ranging from micro- to nanoscale [122]. Inter-
stingly, block copolymer lithography was named after
‘lithography’’ because the patterns obtained via block
opolymer self-assembly was first used as lithography masks
121]. In recent years, block copolymer lithography has
een directly applied to generate nanotopographical sur-
aces for cell assays. Maclaine et al., for example, have used
oly(styrene-block-poly-2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) block
opolymer micelles to generate nanoscale islands of 20 nm in
eight and 150 nm in in-plane periodicity [125]. Using a novel
S-PDMS diblock copolymer, Salaun et al. have achieved fab-
ication of PDMS nanopillars of 10 nm in height and 20 nm in
idth [126]. Interestingly, by using PS-b-P2VP and PS-b-P4VP
iblock copolymers, Khor et al. have generated two distinct
atterns of nanotopography, namely, ‘‘dot-like’’ (‘‘salt-
nd-pepper’’) and ‘‘worm-like’’ (‘‘labrynth’’) patterns,
espectively [127]. In addition, emergent patterns gener-
ted in functionalized block copolymer thin films can also
e used to spatially define nanoscale arrays of gold nanopar-
icles [124,128,129] and proteins [130], thus expanding the
iversity of nanotopographical cues for cell assays.

nodization
nodization is an electrochemical process commonly used
or increasing thickness of the oxide layer on metal or alloy
urfaces [131—138]. During anodization, metal is immersed
n an electrolytic solution and connected as the anode (the
ositive electrode) of an electrical circuit. A current passing
irectly through the electrolytic solution releases hydrogen
t the cathode (the negative electrode) and oxygen at the
urface of the metal anode, building up an oxide layer of a
ew to tens of nanometers thick. Due to heterogeneous local
eaction rates at the metal surface, the electrochemical
eaction in anodization can generate nano- and microscale
extures on the metal surface.

Anodization has been successfully used for fabrication of
anotopographic surfaces for stem cell studies (Fig. 1l). For
xample, Park et al. [14] have applied controlled anodiza-
ion of Ti in a fluoride-containing electrolyte to generate
ighly ordered layers of titania (TiO2) nanotube structures
or promoting osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal
tem cells (MSCs) [14,139]. Similarly, Sjöström et al. have
abricated TiO2 nanopillars with pillar heights of 15—100 nm

n Ti surfaces using anodization through a porous alumina
ask [140].
Other than additive nanofabrication, anodization has also

een applied in fabrication of nanoporous substrates via
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lectrochemical etching. In a recent study, Clements et al.
ave developed a gradient nanoporous silicon (pSi) biomate-
ial for rat MSC culture [141]. Using an asymmetric electrode
etup, a gradient of anodic etching generated a correspond-
ng gradient of nanoscale pores in a Si wafer, with pore sizes
radually decreasing from 920 nm to 20 nm as the distance
o the electrode increased. Surface functionalization using
lectrografting further generated an orthogonal gradient of
GD peptides and thus enabled study of synergistic effect of
anotopography and biochemical gradients on MSC behaviors
141].

intering
intering is a widely used method for creating objects from
etal and ceramic powders [142—145]. In sintering, pow-
ered materials are heated to a temperature below the
aterial’s melting point but high enough for diffusion of

toms, causing fusion of different powder particles into
ne solid piece. Although sintering is mostly used in bulk
rocessing, it can also create granular surface patterns with
ritical dimensions in nanometer size scales (Fig. 1m) when
intering temperature and duration are carefully controlled.
ulgar-Tulloch et al., for example, have fabricated alumina,
itania, and hydroxyapatite surfaces with grain-like nan-
topography of critical dimensions ranging from 24 nm to
500 nm for MSC culture [146].

anotopography controls stem cell fate

n vivo, stem cells interact with and interrogate their
urroundings at the micrometer and/or nanometer length
cale. Plenty of evidence exists to suggest that nanoto-
ographic signals from the local stem cell niche instruct
ehaviors of stem cells. Here we provide illustrative exam-
les using bioengineering and nanofabrication approaches
o control nanotopographic features of the local stem cell
iche and, where evidence suggests, regulate stem cell
ate through synergistic regulations of stem cell shape
16,22,23], CSK tension [30,31], integrin-mediated adhesion
ignaling [29], and nuclear mechanics [32,33].

esenchymal stem cells

esenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are multipotent cells that
an give rise to cells of the stromal lineage, namely,
steoblastic (bone) [14,18,37,95,96,105,106,139,140], adi-
ogenic (fat) [23,147], myoblastic (muscle) [104,148],
hondrogenic (cartilage) [97], and fibroblastic (connective
issue) [37] lineages. In recent studies, abundant evi-
ence has been obtained to support that MSC fate can be
nfluenced by the size, symmetry, and regularity of nanoto-
ographical features.

It has been commonly observed that both rat and human
SCs on nanofiber scaffolds show significantly enhanced
steogenic differentiation compared to conventional tis-
ue culture plates [14,95,96,105,106,139]. In addition,
ark et al. [14] observed that 15 nm diameter TiO2 nano-

ubes promoted osteogenic differentiation of rat MSCs
Fig. 2a). However, when the tube diameter increased to
0 nm or above, osteogenic differentiation of rat MSCs was
ignificantly diminished. More recently, Oh et al. [139]
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emonstrated that TiO2 nanotube arrays directed human
SC differentiation toward the osteoblast lineage even in

he absence of soluble inductive factors. In this study, among
rrays of 30, 50, 70, and 100 nm diameter TiO2 nanotubes
abricated on Ti substrates, the one composed of 100 nm
iameter nanotubes showed the highest potential for pro-
oting human MSC osteogenic differentiation.
Notably, while recent studies have shown enhanced

CM proteins adsorption on nanotopographical surfaces
149,150], direct effect of such ECM protein adsorption
ay be secondary compared to the effect of nanotopog-

aphy sensitivity on stem cell fate regulation. Supporting
his view, Oh et al. [139] proposed that instead of regu-
ating stem cell behaviors through adsorbing more proteins
nto surface, instead, nanotopographic surfaces resulted in
istinct sizes and spacing of aggregated ECM protein on nan-
topographic surfaces, which in turn induced changes in
ntegrin-mediated focal adhesion (FA) formation and stem
ell function. Similar results were also obtained by Chen
t al. [80] for hESCs on glass surfaces with varied nanor-
ughness.

In addition to in-plane nanotopographical features, the
hird dimension, i.e., the nanoscale height of topologi-
al features, can also play a potent role in regulating
tem cell fate. Using 15, 55, and 100 nm high Ti nanopil-
ars, Sjöström et al. [140] showed that Ti nanopillars
ith the smallest (15 nm) height resulted in the most

ignificant bone matrix nodule formation, suggesting an
ncreased level of osteogenic differentiation of human
keletal stem cells. A different observation, however, was
eported recently by Zouani et al., wherein the authors
eveloped nanotopographical features with similar in-plane
imensions yet different depths using UV-mediated pho-
odegradation of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [151].
ouani et al. observed that a greater nanotopographi-
al depth (100 nm) promoted osteogenic differentiation of
uman MSCs, whereas much less osteogenic differentiation
as observed for surfaces with shallower (10 nm depth)

eatures. The inconsistent observations about different
anotopographical feature sizes favorable for osteogenic
ifferentiation support cell-type specific response to nan-
topography. Interestingly, recent studies have also shown
hat MSC fate can be influenced by symmetry and regularity
f nanotopographical patterns. Specifically, nanoscale dis-
rder of a nanopit array significantly promoted osteogenesis
f human MSCs even in the absence of soluble inductive
actors, whereas highly ordered nanotopographical surfaces
roduced much limited cellular adhesion or osteogenic dif-
erentiation [37]. Using silica nanohelices grafted on glass
urfaces, Das et al. [18] also demonstrated that the periodic-
ty of chiral extracellular topography directed commitment
f human MSCs toward the osteoblast lineage.

In addition to osteogenesis, other specific cell lineage
ommitments, including cardiomyogenesis [148], myogene-
is [104] and chondrogenesis [97], have also been explored
sing nanotopographical biomaterials. For example, syn-
hetic biodegradable PCL nanofibrous scaffolds were utilized
or enhancing in vitro chondrogenesis of MSCs compared to

he established cell pellet culture method (Fig. 2c) [97].
n addition to chondrogenesis, it was demonstrated that
anofibrous topography regulated the actin CSK and nuclear
hape of MSCs and induced MSC differentiation into the
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Figure 2 Nanotopography regulates MSC lineage. (a) TiO2 nanotube diameter directs MSC osteogenic differentiation [14]. The top
row presents SEM images of highly ordered TiO2 nanotubes of small (15 nm; left) and large (100 nm; right) pore sizes. The bottom
row presents immunofluorescence images of cells with osteocalcin staining in red and F-actin staining is in green on 15 and 100 nm
nanotubes after 2 weeks in culture in osteoblast differentiation medium. Osteogenic differentiation occurred 15 nm nanotubes as
seen by osteocalcin staining but rarely detectable on 100 nm nanotubes. Reproduced with permission [14]. Copyright 2007, American
Chemical Society. (b) Using of fibrin nanofiber and PLGA microfiber composite scaffold for human MSC differentiation toward
myocardial lineage [148]. The top row presents SEM micrographs of PLGA—fibrin electrospun membrane at different magnification.
The bottom row presents confocal microscopy images of MSCs grown on PLGA—fibrin composite fibers after 14 days of induction
of cardiac differentiation expressing of cardiac specific markers including cardiac troponin, �-sarcomeric actinin, tropomyosin
as indicated. Reproduced with permission [148]. Copyright 2013, Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. (c) Nanofibrous scaffold for human MSC
chondrogenesis [97]. The left column shows SEM images of nanofibrous surface (top) produced by the electrospinning process showing
random orientation of ultra-fine fibers with an diameter ranging from 500 to 900 nm and MSCs (bottom) with round, ECM-embedded
chondrocyte-like cells on the surface after 21 days culture in the presence of TGF-�1. The middle and right columns present the
histological analysis of human MSC cultured on nanofibrous surface in a chondrogenic medium supplemented with TGF-�1 for 21
days. Sections from the upper and lower portions of the three-dimensional constructs were stained with H&E (middle column) and
Alcian blue (right column). H&E staining showed flat fibroblast-like cells on the top zone (bracket, *), round chondrocyte-like cells
embedded in lacunae (arrows) in the middle zone (bracket, **), and small, flat cells at the bottom zone (bracket, ***). Alcian blue
staining showed the presence of sulfated proteoglycan-rich ECM in the construct. Reproduced with permission [97]. Copyright 2005,
Elsevier. (d) Nanograting surfaces induce neuroal transdifferetiation of MSCs [75]. SEM (top) and immunofluorescence (bottom)
images of human MSCs cultured on nanograting and unpatterned PDMS as indicated. In the immunofluorescence images, cells were

were
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differentiated for 14 days in the presence of retinoic acid and
Reproduced with permission [75]. Copyright 2007, Elsevier.

myogenic/myocardial lineages even without soluble induc-
tive factors [104,148].

Nanotopographic cues have also been demonstrated in
recent studies for inducing neural transdifferentiation of
MSCs. A recent report by Woodbury et al. [152], for example,
has shown that MSCs seeded on nanotopographical surfaces

can transdifferentiate into neural cells when cultured in
a neural induction medium. Interestingly, another recent
study by Yim et al. [75] has shown that grating-like nan-
otopography alone can induce neural transdifferentiation of

C
p
M
t

stained with neuronal marker Tuj1in red and GFAP in green.

SCs (Fig. 2d). Gene expression and immunostaining assays
emonstrated significant up-regulation of neuronal mark-
rs such as microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) and
-tubulin III (Tuj1) for MSCs cultured on nanograting surfaces
ompared to unpatterned or micropatterned controls. Yim
t al. [75] further proposed that nanotopography-induced

SK rearrangement and nuclei elongation in MSCs might
lay an important role for neural transdifferentiation of
SCs. Interestingly, Yim et al. [75] also reported that even

hough nanograting surfaces in conjunction with soluble
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Figure 3 Nanotopography regulates NSC lineage [101]. SEM
(left) and immunofluorescence (right) images of rat NSCs cul-
tured on various substrates (laminin-coated PES films (flat film),
283-nm, 749-nm, 1452-nm nanofibers) in the presence of 1 mM
retinoic acid and 1% fetal bovine serum for 5 days. For the
immunofluorescence images, the cells are stained with RIP
(oligodendrocyte marker), Tuj-1 (neuronal marker) or nestin
(neural progenitor marker) as indicted. Scale bars for SEM
images are 10 �m, and for inserts are 2 �m. The arrows in the
SEM images indicate cell attachment to nanofibers. Scale bar for
all immunofluorescence images with are 100 �m. Circled cells
on 283-nm fiber mesh are cells stained double positive for RIP
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nductive factors such as retinoic acid could enhance neu-
onal marker expression in MSCs to the maximal extent,
anotopography showed a stronger independent effect on
nducing neural transdifferentiation compared to retinoic
cid alone on unpatterned surfaces. Similarly, Prabhakaran
t al. [91] utilized nanofibrous surfaces in conjunction with
uitable inductive factors for neuronal transdifferentiation
f human MSCs in vitro.

eural stem cells

eural stem cells (NSCs) are multipotent stem cells intrin-
ically capable of self-renewal and differentiation into
ifferent neural lineages, offering promising applications
or NSC-based cell therapies to treat neurodegenerative
iseases and traumatic injuries [153]. However, clinical
pplications of NSC-based cell therapies are hindered due
o a lack of efficient methods for large-scale expansion as
ell as controlled differentiation of NSCs.

In recent studies, nanotopographical substrates, espe-
ially nanofibrous scaffolds, have been widely applied for
egulating NSC differentiation for neural tissue engineering
pplications [68,87,88,90,98,101,108]. NSC differentiation
as been shown dependent on both nanofiber size and align-
ent. For example, Yang et al. [87] showed an enhanced NSC
ifferentiation on aligned PLLA nanofibers compared to PLLA
icrofibers. In other studies, nanofiber scaffolds with well-

ligned structural features were demonstrated for enhanced
roliferation and differentiation of NSCs compared to ran-
omly aligned nanofiber scaffolds [90,98].

Importantly, nanotopographical surfaces not only pro-
ote NSC neural differentiation, but also selectively

nhance other lineage specifications of NSCs. For example,
hristopherson et al. [101] demonstrated that on nanofi-
rous matrix composed of 283 nm diameter fibers, rat NSCs
ould spread unhindered, adopt a cell morphology sug-
esting glial lineages, and preferentially differentiate into
ligodendrocytes; whereas cells seeded on matrix composed
f larger fibers with diameters of 749 nm and 1452 nm were
onfined by individual fibers and preferentially differenti-
ted into neural lineages (Fig. 3). More recently, by coating
lectrospun PCL nanofibers with graphene oxide (GO), Shah
t al. [154] developed a hybrid nanotopographical bioma-
erial that preferentially guided NSC differentiation into
ligodendrocytes. Together, the nanofibrous materials have
een widely demonstrated for functional regulation of NSC
eural differentiation including differentiation efficiency
nd lineage specifications. Notably, the nanotopographical
aterials (especially those with nanofibrous forms) may not

nly improve NSC differentiation, but also offer favorable
icroenvironment for neural tissue engineering [155,156].
ith careful design and engineering of material features at

anoscale, nanofibrous materials can potentially serve as
unique matrix platform for neural regeneration through-

ut the process of stem cell neural differentiation, neural
ulture, and transplantation.
luripotent stem cells

luripotent stem cells including both ESCs and iPSCs, possess
he ability of differentiating into any specialized cell type

e
s
o
o

nd Tuj1.
ource: Reproduced with permission [101]. Copyright 2009,
lsevier.

f the human body. The pluripotent nature of ESCs and
PSCs opens unprecedented opportunities for potential stem
ell-based regenerative therapies for various degenerative
iseases and the development of drug discovery platforms.
et, the current PSC research for regenerative medicine,
lthough has attracted much enthusiasm, is still in a nascent
tate largely due to a lack of effective technologies and
unctional biomaterials for large scale maintenance and

xpansion of PSCs as well as accurate control of lineage
pecification of PSCs. Recent advances in nanotechnol-
gy and materials science have raised a widespread hope
f developing promising nanoengineered biomaterials for
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Figure 4 Nanotopography regulates ESC self-renewal. (a) and (b) Polymethylglutarimide (PMGI) nanofibrous surfaces serve as
a cellular scaffold for maintaining self-renewal of mouse ESCs without MEFs [103]. (a) Bright field (top) and fluorescence images
(middle) of R1-Oct4-EGFP mouse ESCs cultured on nanofibers at three different densities (i.e., low, medium and high) and con-
trols. Bottom panels show the density of PMGI nanofibers doped with Rhodamine 6G for visualization. (b) The number of colonies
within 5 mm2 after culturing for 3 days on various substrates. Data are presented as mean ± SD of three independent experiments.
(*p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, n > 3). Reproduced with permission [103]. Copyright 2012 Springer. (c) and (d) Nanotopographical surface
formed from silica colloidal crystal microspheres (SCC) maintain the expression of mouse ESC self-renewal in comparison to flat
glass [57]. (c) SEM images of SCC substrates with particles of 124 ± 4 nm, 430 ± 4 nm, and 602 ± 12 nm diameter, respectively, show-
ing their ordered face-centered cubic packing. Quantitative PCR showing (d) Nanog, a stem cell marker was less down-regulated
on the SCC substrates than on glass cover slips; N = 3. Reproduced with permission [57]. (e) and (f) Smooth vitronectin-coated glass
surfaces supported cell adhesion, rapid cell proliferation, and long-term self-renewal of human ESCs without using mouse MEF
feeder cells [80]. (e) Representative SEM images of glass surfaces (top) and immunofluorescence images of human ESCs (bottom)
plated on glass surfaces with their root-mean-square (rms) nanoroughness Rq indicated. In the immunofluorescence images, the
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cells were co-stained for Oct3/4 (red) and nuclei (DAPI; blue).
different levels of nanoroughness as indicated, after culture for
ns (>0.05) and **(p < 0.01) (Student’s t-test). Adapted from [80]

PSC-based regenerative medicine, among which nanotopo-
graphical matrixes mimicking the in vivo stem cell niche
have shown exceptional potentials of regulation of stem cell
function and fate.

Stemness maintenance and self-renewal
One of the major challenges in PSC-based cell engineering
and regenerative medicine is to achieve large-scale, long-
term PSC expansion without losing pluripotency. Although
the standard protocol maintaining PSCs on feeder cells is
successful and widely adopted, such feeder based culture
protocol is labor-intensive, prone to contaminations from
feeder cells, and difficult for high-throughput automation.

Excitingly, recent developments of nanotopographical bio-
materials have brought a few novel, feeder-free methods
for PSC culture and thus pose promising routes for future
large-scale PSC engineering (Fig. 4).

a
i
c

ercentage of Oct3/4 + human ESCs on the glass substrates with
ys. Error bars represent (standard error of the mean (SE, n = 3).

Recently, Nur-E-Kamal et al. [157] reported an elec-
rospun nanofibrillar substrate composed of polyamide
anofibers to promote proliferation and self-renewal of
ouse ESCs via the Rac and phosphoinositide 3-kinase

PI3K) signaling. Similar results were obtained by Liu et al.
103], where high density electrospun polymethylglutarim-
de (PMGI) nanofibers were used to achieve sustained
eeder-free maintenances of mouse ESCs (Fig. 4a and b).
n another related study, feeder-free mouse ESC mainte-
ance was achieved using a topographical surface formed
ith silica colloidal crystal (SCC) spheres to generate highly
rdered topographical features of 120— 600 nm in diameter
57] (Fig. 4c and d).
In addition to mouse ESCs, it is also challenging to
chieve long-term culture of human ESCs while maintain-
ng pluripotency. It has recently been reported that the
urrent feeder based human ESC culture method can be
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rigidity [24,161], nanotopography in the stem cell microen-
72

ignificantly improved by introducing collagen or gelatin
oated electrospun PCL nanofibrous scaffolds [99]. It should
e noted, however, that a significant difference exists
etween human and mouse ESCs for their culture envi-
onment requirements for self-renewal and clonal growth
8]. For example, human ESCs do not require leukemia
nhibitory factor (LIF) for self-renewal, which is however
eeded for mouse ESCs [8]. Such difference has also been
bserved in the context of mechanosensitive behaviors of
uman and mouse ESCs. For instance, although it was found
hat both intrinsic (cell) and extrinsic (substrate) soft-
ess facilitated maintenance of mouse ESC pluripotency
158,159], soft cell culture surfaces promoted spontaneous
ifferentiation rather than self-renewal of human ESCs
24,160,161]. In another recent study, Chen et al. reported
hat nanorough substrates with topographical features of
00 nm high promoted spontaneous differentiation of human
SCs, whereas flat, featureless coverslips were supportive
or stemness maintenance [80] (Fig. 4e and f). A similar
bservation was reported by the Dalby group, wherein disor-
ered nanopit arrays made of polycarbonates were observed
o suppress self-renewal and promote early osteogenesis of
uman ESCs [162]. However, one conflicting observation has
een reported by Kong et al., wherein fibronectin-coated
anotopographical surfaces, rather than flat controls, sup-
orted stemness maintenance of human ESCs, and switching
anotopography features from a hexagonal pattern to a hon-
ycomb one further improved such an effect [60].

irected differentiation
anotopography cues have also been shown impor-
ant for directed differentiation of ESCs toward neural
ells [89,100,163—168], osteoblasts [92,114,162,169,170],
uscle cells [171,172], hematopoietic cells [173,174],

dipocytes [175], and chondrocytes [176]. Here for illustra-
ions, we only discuss how nanotopographical biomaterials
ave been utilized for improving directed neurogenesis
nd osteogenesis from ESCs. For ESC differentiation toward
ther cell lineages, the readers are referred to references
ited above.

eural lineage
anotopographical materials have been widely demon-
trated for promoting neural lineage commitments of PSCs.
n a study by Xie et al. [100], uniaxially aligned nanofiber
ubstrates were used to induce mouse ESC differentiation
nto different neural lineages, such as neurons, oligoden-
rocytes, and astrocytes (Fig. 5a—c). Aligned nanofibers
nhanced not only neural differentiation efficiency but
lso neurite outgrowth along nanofibers, critical for neu-
onal network development. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) were
lso recently utilized for promoting ESC neurogenic dif-
erentiation. For example, CNT/PLLA composite scaffolds
ere applied to enhance neural differentiation of mouse
SCs even in the absence of soluble inductive factors [89].
imilarly, human ESCs directly seeded onto type I collagen-
oated CNT matrix showed enhanced ectodermal lineage

ommitment as well as cell alignment along collagen/carbon
anotube fibrils [167] (Fig. 5d). Thin film scaffolds com-
osed of biocompatible polymer poly(acrylic acid) or silk
rafted with CNTs were also shown to promote human
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SC-derived embryoid body (EB) differentiation into neu-
al cells with heightened cell viability [23,166]. In addition
o nanofibrous materials and CNT composite scaffolds with
andom nanotopological features, well controlled nanoscale
urface patterns such as nanoscale ridge/groove arrays also
mproved significantly differentiation of human ESCs into
eural lineages without any soluble inductive factor (Fig. 5e)
168]. Interestingly, human ESCs cultured on such nanoscale
idge/grooves arrays preferentially differentiated into neu-
ons but not glial cells, such as astrocytes. Such selective
uppression of glial cell formation is desirable for potential
pplications in therapies for spinal cord injury, as astrocytes
re known to contribute to glial scar formation, creat-
ng barriers to axons in the central nerve system (CNS)
177].

steogenic lineage
nother important direction is the osteogenesis of PSC
or bone repair and regeneration. Enhanced osteogenic
ifferentiation of mouse ESCs has been observed on nanofi-
rous matrices (Fig. 6a and b) as indicated by heightened
xpression of osteogenic markers [114,170]. In another
elated study, Massumi et al. [92] showed that in synergy
ith other scaffold properties such as Matrigel coating,
oth the nanoroughness and alignment of PLGA nanofibrous
caffolds played a significant role in directing differentia-
ion of mouse ESCs toward mesoderm lineages. Following
heir work showing the effect of symmetry of nanotopo-
raphical cues on osteogenic differentiation of MSCs [37],
alby and colleagues recently extended their polycarbo-
ate nanotopographical substrates for regulation of human
SC differentiation [162] (Fig. 6c and d). Human ESCs cul-
ured on nanopit arrays exhibited enhanced expression of
esenchymal or stromal markers, resulting in improved pro-
uction of osteogenic progenitors. Gene expression analysis
onfirmed that nanopit arrays did not induce endodermal
r ectodermal lineage commitment. Interestingly, EB-based
ifferentiations of human ESCs toward mesodermal lin-
ages was less responsive to nanotopographical cues [162],
uggesting efficient cell-substrate interactions critical for
ediating stem cell nanotopography sensitivity.
Seeding mouse ESCs on PLLA nanofibrous matrices

esulted in upregulated �1 integrin expression, consistent
ith the important role of �1 integrins in ESC osteogene-

is and mesodermal lineage commitment [178]. In another
tudy, Chen et al. showed that nanotopography significantly
ffected the local molecular arrangement and formation of
ntegrin-mediated FA that might in turn regulate the spa-
ial organization of myosin II activity, CSK contractility and
-cadherin mediated intercellular adhesion of human ESCs
80]. It suggests that the nanoscale topography in the stem
ell niche influences the molecular organization of integrins
nd triggers integrin-mediated FA signaling to elicit down-
tream biochemical signals important for the regulation of
ene expression and stem cell fate. Although similar effects
ere also observed for other biophysical factors like matrix
ironment might serve as a more direct cue to affect integrin
onformation and clustering and thus organizations of adap-
or and signaling proteins in FAs due to their similarity in size
ith integrins [13].
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Figure 5 Nanotopography regulates ESCs toward neural lineage. (a)—(c) The differentiation of mouse ESCs on electrospun nanofi-
brous surfaces into neural lineages [100]. (a) SEM images of aligned (top) and randomly oriented (bottom) PCL nanofibers prepared
by electrospinning. (b) Representative immunofluorescence images of differentiated mouse ESCs on aligned (left) and random (right)
PCL nanofibers for 14 days. The mouse ESCs expressed GFP in green color (top) and stained in red color with neuron marker Tuj1
(middle), the bottom images show and superimposed image of the top and middle images in the same region. (c) Cell pheno-
type analysis of mouse EBs cultured on PCL nanofibrous scaffolds for 14 days. The markers examined were SSEA-1 (stage specific
embryonic antigen, for undifferentiated mouse ES cells), nestin (for neural precursors), Tuj1 (�-tubulin III, for neurons), O4 (for
oligodendrocytes), and GFAP (glia fibrillary acidic protein, for astrocytes). # p < 0.05 for markers compared with embryonic stem
cells. + p < 0.05 for markers compared with embryoid bodies. * p < 0.05 for markers compared with random PCL fibers. Reproduced
with permission [100]. Copyright 2009, Elsevier. (d) Direct human ESC neural differentiation on collagen/CNT matrix [167]. AFM
characterization of the surface structures, cell morphology, and nestin expression of human ESCs after cultured in the medium of
spontaneous differentiation for three days on gelatin (top), collagen (middle) and collagen/CNT (bottom) matrices. Inset image size
in the AFM images: inset 2 × 2 �m2. The yellow arrows in the staining images indicate the coarse alignments of the cells. Repro-
duced with permission [167]. Copyright 2009, Elsevier. (e) Direct differentiation of human ESCs into selective neurons on nanoscale
ridge/groove pattern arrays [168]. The left column are representative SEM images of a bird’s eyes view (left top) and a cross-section
(left middle) of 350-nm ridge/groove pattern arrays (spacing of 350 nm, height of 500 nm) and a SEM image showing human ESCs on
the 350-nm nanoscale ridge/groove pattern arrays (left bottom). The right column are representative immunofluorescence images
of human ESCs stained with nuclei, neural and glial markers as indicated after cultured for 10 days on the 350-nm ridge/groove
pattern arrays. Differentiated hESCs stained positively for HuC/D (human neuronal protein: RNA-binding protein) and MAP2 (mature
neuronal marker: microtubule-associated protein 2), but were not for GFAP (intermediate filament proteins of mature astrocytes:
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glial fibrillary acidic protein). This suggests that hESCs differenti
such as astrocytes. Reproduced with permission [168]. Copyrigh

Molecular insights for stem cell

nanotopography sensitivity

Much effort has been directed to study behaviors of
stem cells in response to nanotopographic cues. However,

r
r
n
s

into mature neurons without differentiation into a glial lineage
0, Elsevier.

olecular mechanisms underlying stem cell nanotopog-

aphy sensitivity remain elusive. Some major questions
emain unanswered including detailed molecular mecha-
isms relaying extracellular nanotopography to intracellular
ignaling pathways and regulatory networks controlling
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Figure 6 Nanotopography regulates ESCs toward osteogenic
lineage. (a) and (b) Enhancing osteogenic differentiation of
mouse ESCs by nanofibers matrix [114]. (a) SEM micrographs
(top) of mouse ESCs after 12 h under differentiation conditions,
calcium staining (middle) and immunofluorescence staining
(bottom) images of late bone differentiation (Osteocalcin)
marker expression after 26 days under osteogenic differ-
entiation conditions on nanofibrous matrix, solid films, and
gelatin-coated tissue culture plastic (Control). Quantitative
PCR of osteogenic markers (b) osteocalcin (top) and bone sialo-
protein (BSP; bottom) RNAs isolated from cells on nanofibrous
matrix, solid films, and gelatin-coated tissue culture plastic
(Control) after 26 days of culture under osteogenic differenti-
ation conditions. Reproduced with permission [114]. Copyright
2009, Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. (c) and (d) Nanopit surfaces
augment mesenchymal differentiation of Human ESCs [162].
(c) SEM image of polycarbonate nanopit substrate. Nanopits
of 120 nm diameter and 100 nm depth are arranged in a near
square geometry with center-center spacing 300 nm ± 50 nm.
(d) Expression of endodermal (SOX17), ectodermal (Nestin)
and osteogenic progenitor (ALCAM) markers was assessed by
qPCR for self-renewing human ESCs, EBs and human ESCs
seeded onto planar or nanopit substrates in basal media for
14 days (n = 6). Nanopit substrates do not direct endodermal
or ectodermal differentiation, but significantly enhanced
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steoblastic differentiation. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Reproduced
ith permission [162]. Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH (Germany).

tem cell fate. Hereby, we review some prominent cellu-

ar mechanosensory machineries that have been implicated
n stem cell nanotopography sensitivity. We discuss how
ntracellular signaling pathways downstream of these
achineries relay extracellular nanotopography through

o
o
s
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ytoplasmic transducers, cytoskeletal integrators, and
ranscriptional actuators. Such an integrated mechanotrans-
uction network may provide a roadmap for future studies
o understand stem cell nanotopography sensitivity.

dhesion-based mechanosensors and cytoplasmic
ransducers

laying a pivotal role in cell—ECM adhesions, integrins are
eterodimeric transmembrane proteins composed of an �
nd a � subunit. Currently, there are 24 known integrin het-
rodimers constituted by different combinations of 18 � and
� subunits [179—182]. Human ESCs express a broad range

f integrins including �1, �2, �3, �5, �6, �7, �11, �V, �E, and
1, �2, �3, �5, �6 integrins. Human iPSCs express mainly �5,
6, �V, �1, and �5 integrins, with variations among different

PSC lines [183—185]. There are abundant studies showing
unctional regulation of adult stem cells through integrin-
ediated adhesion signaling [14,37,139,186].
The first step adherent stem cells take to probe

urrounding ECM is mediated by ‘‘inside-out’’ and ‘‘outside-
n’’ bidirectional regulation of integrin—ligand binding
187—189]. Specifically, initial binding of integrin to adhe-
ive molecules initiates clustering of intracellular adaptor
roteins including talin, which in turn bind the cytoplasmic
omain of integrin, resulting in a conformational change of
ntegrin’s extracellular domain and its heightened affinity
o ECM ligands. Firm binding of integrin to ECM ligand in
urn activates integrin clustering through their intracellular
omains and further recruits adaptor and signaling proteins
o adhesion sites. Key molecular players in the early stage of
ntegrin-mediated cell—ECM adhesion (also known as ‘‘focal
dhesion’’, or FA) include adaptor proteins talin and paxillin
nd tyrosine kinases such as focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and
rc family kinases [190,191].

Importantly, FA formation is sensitive to spatial arrange-
ent and presentation of extracellular ECM ligands [192].
s the head of an integrin heterodimer is about 20 nm in
iameter [13], a nanometer scale variation in substrate
opography can directly affect integrin conformation and
lustering and thus dynamic organization of adaptor and
ignaling proteins in FA. Results reported from different
roups have suggested that successful integrin clustering
equires a spacing between individual ECM ligands less than

threshold value between 50 nm and 70 nm, and a too
parse presentation of individual ligands inhibits integrin
rosslinking and thus FA formation [124,193—195]. Interest-
ngly, simply clustering individual ECM ligands into oligomer
anopatterns without changing the overall ligand density
till promotes FA formation and cell spreading, supporting
he crucial role of nanoscale organization of integrins in FA
n controlling cell behaviors [196]. In line with this obser-
ation, Huang et al. reported that a local disorder of ECM
igand arrangement could still promote integrin clustering
hen the average ligand spacing was greater than 70 nm,

ikely owing to the emergence of local sub-70 nm-threshold
igand spacing [197].
A few recent studies have directly highlighted the effect
f nanotopography on ligand spacing/density and local
rder/disorder and thus integrin clustering and downstream
tem cell behaviors. For example, Park et al. observed that
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Figure 7 Sensitivity of integrin clustering and FA morphogenesis to nanotopography. (a) (Top panel) Immunofluorescence images
showing that TiO2 nanotube arrays of tube diameter 15 nm promoted the growth of large FAs and prominent F-actin stress fibers
in MSCs; while larger tube diameter (100 nm) strongly inhibited FA maturation and resulted in diffusive actin staining. (Middle and
bottom panels) SEM immunogold staining images showing that the density of FAs (middle) and �1 integrin clustering was much
higher on nanotube arrays of 15 nm diameter TiO2 nanotubes. Reproduced with permission [14]. Copyright 2007, American Chemical
Society. (b) Immunofluorescence images showing decreased FA sizes in human ESCs cultured on nanotopographical surfaces of 100 nm
roughness features. Adapted with permission from [80]. Copyright 2012, American Society of Chemistry. (c) (Top panel) SEM images
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of nanopit arrays of disorder and ordered arrangements. (Botto
elongated FAs formed on disordered nanopit arrays. Adapted fr

the larger TiO2 nanotube diameter was (e.g., >50 nm), the
less occurrence of integrin clustering and FA formation was
observed (Fig. 7a) [14]. In another study by Chen et al., it
was also observed that FA formation was promoted in human
ESCs cultured on nanotopographical surfaces with smaller
(e.g., 1 nm), rather than greater (e.g., 100 nm), nanorough
features (Fig. 7b) [80]. In a series of works published by
Dalby and colleagues [186,198], disordered arrangements of
nanopits were observed to induce larger and more mature
FAs with elongated morphology in human MSCs compared
to ordered nanopit arrays (Fig. 7c). This observation again
supports the mechanism proposed by Huang et al. [197]
that local disorder of ECM presentation might promote the
emergence of integrin activation and FA formation under a
constant global average of ECM ligand density.

An important signaling axis downstream of integrin-
mediated FA is the FAK-Src pathway [190,199,200].
Activated by integrin ligation, FAK is recruited to FA
by binding integrin, which in turn activates FAK through
autophosphorylation on Y397. Further phosphorylation of
FAK is completed by binding of FAK to Src family proteins.
Together, FAK and Src form a signaling complex that relays
signals from integrin to control downstream Rho GTPase
activities through, for instance, the FAK/p190RhoGEF/RhoA,
FAK/p190RhoGAP/RhoA, and Grb2/SOS/Rac pathways [199].
Integrin-regulated FAK-Src signaling also mediates the
MAPK pathways to regulate cell proliferation, apopto-
sis, and differentiation through the FAK/Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK,
Fyn/Shc/Grb2/SOS/Ras, and p38 MAPK signaling [201—204].
Various studies have reported that nanotopographical
substrates could promote FAK phosphorylation [205]. How-
ever, some other studies have suggested that maximal
FAK phosphorylation and activation might occur at an
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nel) Immunofluorescence images showing that larger and more
86]. Copyright 2014, Wiley.

ntermediate nanotopographic level. For example, Park
t al. reported that TiO2 nanotubes of 15 nm in diameter
nduced greater FAK phosphorylation compared to either
mooth surfaces or TiO2 nanotube arrays of greater diame-
ers [14]. Through FAK inhibition using small molecule drugs
nd siRNA, Teo et al. further showed that FAK was not
nly responsive to but also required for nanotopography
ensitivity on 250 nm gratings and subsequent neurogenesis
f human MSCs [205]. Importantly, constitutively activated
AK could rescue neurogenesis of human MSCs on smooth
urfaces to an extent comparable to that on nanograting
urfaces, further underscoring the critical role of FAK in
tem cell nanotopography sensitivity. Given the dual, oppo-
ite effects of FAK on RhoA activity [199,206,207] (e.g.,
ctivation through p190RhoGEF [208,209] or inactivation
ia p190RhoGAP [210,211]), it remains an open question
hether FAK phosphorylation induced by nanotopography
ould activate or inhibit RhoA activity.

Other signaling events downstream of integrin-mediated
AK-Src signaling, such as the FAK/MEK/ERK [14,212],
I3K/Akt [213] and BMP and TGF�/SMAD [214] pathways,
hich are important for cell proliferation, self-renewal, and
ifferentiation [215—217], might also be involved in regulat-
ng nanotopography sensitivity of stem cells. For example,
ark et al. observed maximal phosphorylation and activa-
ion of ERK in human MSCs on TiO2 nanotube arrays with

tube diameter of 15 nm [14]. Through whole proteome
nalysis, Kantawong et al. observed that disordered nanopit
rrays elicited changes of protein expression involved in the

RK pathway for human MSCs [212]. Interestingly, Kim et al.
eported that ERK in human MSCs was maximally activated
n nanogroove substrates with an optimal groove width:
pacing ratio (1:3 and 1:1), indicating a biphasic activating
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ffect of nanotopography on ERK [218]. In another recent
tudy, Yang et al. reported that disordered nanopit arrays
romoted osteogenesis of human MSCs through co-localizing
MP receptors to integrins, upregulating expression of BMPs
nd BMP receptors, and thus enhancing transcriptional activ-
ty of SMAD1/5 and Runx2 [219]. Although it has not yet
een demonstrated in nanotopography sensitivity per se,
he Wnt/GSK3� signaling, which functions downstream of
AK/PI3K/Akt, was also implied by recent studies to be a
otential regulator of differentiation, especially in human
SCs [220]. In light of these observations, a critical question

o answer in future studies is how these different signaling
athways initiated by FA signaling and relayed by kinase cas-
ades are interconnected and whether they converge on
n integrative downstream signaling mechanism governing
anotopography sensitivity of stem cells.

Beside multifaceted FAK signaling, the RhoA/ROCK path-
ay originated from G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR)

ignaling [221—224] and downstream of integrin-mediated
A signaling has also been shown important for mechan-
transduction in stem cells [223,225]. When functioning,
hoA/ROCK signaling could feedback to mediate integrin-
egulated adhesion signaling through its effect on the actin
SK contractility. Specifically, FAK activation downstream
f integrin ligation activates Rho family GTPases, including
hoA, which in turn activates two effectors ROCK and mDia
o regulate structural quality of filamentous actin CSK and
ontractile activity of non-muscle myosin II motor proteins,
espectively [221]. Actin CSK contractility has been shown
mportant for FA maturation and signaling, which in turn
nhances RhoA/ROCK activation. Altogether, it implicates
hoA, ROCK, and CSK contractility as an interconnected,
ripartite module responsible for nanotopography sensitiv-
ty. This hypothesis, in fact, is supported by a few recent
tudies. For example, McMurray et al. reported that ROCK
ctivity and CSK contractility were required for sensing dif-
erent arrangement orders of nanopit arrays by human MSCs,
s their inhabitation by small molecule inhibitors Y27632 and
lebbistatin, respectively, abolished nanotopography sensi-
ivity of human MSCs [226]. Similarly, Teo et al. also showed
hat inhibition of either ROCK or CSK contractility was suffi-
ient to inhibit nanotopography sensitivity of human MSCs on
50 nm nanogratings [227]. In addition, in a recent study by
hen et al., the authors demonstrated decreased CSK con-
ractility on nanorough polymeric substrates, implying that
tem cells might sense nanotopography through changes of
SK contractility [79]. However, it is still unclear whether
uch nanotopography-regulated CSK contractility is medi-
ted directly through the RhoA/ROCK pathway.

ytoskeletal integrators

lthough mounting evidence has suggested involvements
f integrin-mediated adhesion signaling and downstream
ffectors, such as FAK, ERK, RhoA/ROCK, and CSK con-
ractility, in stem cell nanotopography sensitivity, a critical
ink between such diverse cytoplasmic signal transducers

nd downstream transcriptional regulators is stillmissing.
ome important hints provided from mechanotransduction
tudies have supported the actin CSK and its integrity to
erve as an integrator of the multitude of upstream signals
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elayed from extracellular mechanical cues including nan-
topography (Fig. 8) [228]. Supporting this view, recent
tudies have demonstrated disorganized F-actin CSK and
ompromised CSK contractility in adherent cells cultured on
anorough substrates [80]. Herein we briefly review current
nderstanding of the role of the actin CSK in mechanotrans-
uction and speculate its possible involvement in stem cell
anotopography sensitivity through controlling downstream
ranscriptional activity of Hippo/YAP and MAL/SRF signaling.
or detailed discussions about Hippo/YAP signaling, the
eaders can refer to excellent reviews published elsewhere
229—232].

The Hippo/YAP pathway, which is important for organ
ize control and cancer [231,233], has recently been
dentified as a downstream effector of the quality, dynam-
cs as well as intrinsic contractility of the F-actin CSK
234—240]. Hippo/YAP signaling has also been shown impor-
ant in controlling stem cell differentiation [240,241].
nterestingly, experimental evidence has been accumulated
mplicating an emerging pattern of mechanical regulation
f Hippo/YAP activity: extracellular mechanical cues (e.g.,
igid substrate, external stretch, large cell size) resulting in
rominent F-actin CSK formation promote high nuclear YAP
ctivity, while those cues (e.g., soft substrate and small cell
ize) compromising the integrity of F-actin CSK lead to low
AP activity and dominant cytoplasmic YAP retention due to
heir association with the scaffold protein 14-3-3 [234,235].
uch a role of the F-actin CSK as a potent mechanical sig-
al integrator has been supported by recent studies in both
D and 3D contexts on a myriad of cell behaviors and func-
ions [235]. Furthermore, convergent signaling through the
-actin CSK to suppress YAP activity has also been shown
nvolved in regulating mechanosensitive motor neuronal dif-
erentiation of human ESCs [24].

In addition to the Hippo/YAP pathway, the integrity and
olymerization of actin CSK have also been implicated in
egulating SRF (serum response factor) signaling [242,243].
pecifically, enhanced polymerization of cytoplasmic actin
onomers (G-actin) releases MAL, a transcription co-factor,

rom its association with G-actin, resulting in MAL nuclear
ranslocation and thus elevated SRF signaling. Following
his mechanism, large cell size with elevated cytoplasmic
-actin level has been found to inhibit SRF signaling and
ifferentiation of epidermal stem cells [242].

Combining these observations with the recent finding
f diffusive F-actin CSK in human ESCs cultured on nan-
topographical substrates [80], it is tempting to speculate
hat nanotopography may either activate the actin CSK-
ependent Hippo pathway and thus suppress nuclear YAP
ctivity or inhibit nuclear translocation of MAL and thus
RF signaling (Fig. 8). Yet, how Hippo/YAP and/or MAL/SRF
ignaling are involved in stem cell nanotopography sensitiv-
ty has not been specifically examined so far. It is worth
oting that although cellular sensing of nanotopography
nd other extracellular mechanical cues (such as substrate
echanics, geometric confinements, and surface electric

harge, as reviewed by Higuchi et al. [244]) might share
ommon signaling pathways, like those already been shown

ia RhoA/ROCK, FAK, and CSK contractility, a possibility
xists that nanotopography sensitivity might elicit certain
nique intracellular mechanisms. It calls for future care-
ul examinations of the actin CSK and its integrity and
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Figure 8 Potential mechanotransduction mechanisms in cellular responsiveness to nanotopographical biomaterials. (Left) On
pro-integrin clustering surfaces, which could be either smooth or composed of certain nanotopographical features, integrins could
undergo free lateral recruitment and ligation with ECM proteins, and thus cluster and form mature, stable FAs together with the
unhindered recruitment of FA adaptor proteins. This process initiates signals from plasma membrane, enhancing FAK/ERK signaling,
as well as RhoA activity, which further promoting CSK contractility (through RhoA/ROCK) as well as stress fiber formation. CSK
contractility, as an important mediator of mechanotransduction, could provide positive feedback to the FAs. In addition, CSK force
could also induce phosphorylation of emerin, a nuclear envelope-located protein, and thus initiate nuclear mechanotransduction
through enhanced nuclear actin polymerization and subsequent nuclear translocation of MAL, a transcription co-factor of SRF. In
the meantime, prominent stress fibers formed in cells on smooth surfaces could promote the nuclear translocation of YAP/TAZ, a
transcription co-factor of TEAD. Nuclear shuttling of SMAD 2/3 (R-SMAD), the transcription factor downstream of TGF� signaling, is
also controlled by YAP/TAZ translocation. (Right) On surfaces containing anti-integrin clustering nanotopographical cues, although
integrins could still freely diffuse laterally, the nanoscale surface features restrict the ligation of additional integrins to the ECM
proteins, which further restrict successful recruitment and clustering of integrins and other FA proteins, resulting in smaller, less
stable FAs. Such process disrupts the activation of RhoA and therefore limits the formation of stress fibers and might induce high
cytoplasmic G-actin level, which inhibits the nuclear translocation of MAL and thus SRF signaling. Unlike nanotopographical surfaces
that promote integrin clustering, anti-integrin clustering surfaces containing different types of nanoscale structures could not
sustain FAK activation and downstream signaling. Last but not the least, compromised stress fibers and FAs on nanotopographical
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substrates could potentially intersect with Hippo/YAP pathway b
-independent mechanisms, resulting in cytoplasmic retention o

their functional relationship with Hippo/YAP and MAL/SRF
signaling in stem cell nanotopography sensitivity.

Nuclear mechanosensors and transcriptional
actuators
Although deeply embedded within a cell, the nucleus
is an emerging, active mechanosensor [33,245]. As the
most important mechanical component of the nucleus, the
nuclear lamina is composed mainly of intermediate filament

a

S
o

hancing YAP/TAZ phosphorylation via either Lats-dependent or
/TAZ.

roteins lamin A and C, endowing a significant mechanical
tiffness to the nucleus. Lamin A/C has been demonstrated
ritical for mechanotransduction and transcription regula-
ion through signaling molecules such as MAL, emerin, and
-/G-actin [12,33,246—248]. Importantly, the nucleus of
SCs, which lacks lamin A/C, is extremely deformable, and
mergence of lamin A/C in the nucleus has been proposed

s an ESC differentiation marker [249].

Through its connection to the actin CSK via KASH and
UN domain proteins (together known as the LINC — linker
f nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton — complex) across the
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uclear envelope as well as perinuclear adaptor proteins
uch as nesprin and plectin, the nuclear lamina is struc-
urally connected to the mechanoregulatory network of
ctin filaments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments
33,250,251]. Thus, it is not surprising that the nucleus itself
erves an important role in mechanoresponsive stem cell
ate regulation. Herein, we briefly review nuclear mechan-
transduction mechanisms involved in cellular sensing of
echanical cues such as substrate mechanics and external

orces, in the hope of providing prospective mechanisms for
uture studies on the role of nuclear mechanotransduction
n stem cell nanotopography sensitivity, which has so far
emained a largely unexplored field.

Using a cysteine shot gun technique in combination with
n vitro shear force application [252], Discher and colleagues
dentified a group of proteins, including lamin A, that
ould change conformation and expose cryptic hydropho-
ic domains under unfolding forces [253]. Recently, the
ame authors observed a positive scaling relation between
uclear lamin expression and in vivo ECM rigidity, suggesting
functional link between rigidity-dependent CSK contrac-

ility and force-dependent nuclear lamin expression and
unction [253]. Nuclear mechanical stiffness, as endowed
ainly by lamin A/C expression, thus may scale with ECM

igidity, consistent with a recent study by Liu and colleagues
sing nanoindentation [254].

Recently, Poh et al. observed that an intact linkage
etween the actin CSK and nucleoskeleton was required for
ransmission of integrin-mediated external forces from the
ytoplasm membrane to the Cajal bodies in the nucleus to
irectly dissociate coilin and SMN protein complexes [255].
urthermore, transmission of CSK tension within actin stress
bers and microtubules has been found critical for mediat-

ng long-range force-sensing involving the nucleus [251,256].
n addition, it has been reported that confining adherent
ell shapes to high aspect ratio morphology results in a cor-
esponding high aspect ratio of the nucleus and prominent
hromatin condensation [257].

In another very recent study, the inner nucleus
embrane-located protein, emerin, is demonstrated to be
echanosensitive and undergo force-dependent phosphory-

ation [258]. Using isolated nuclei, this study demonstrated
uclear stiffening in response to external cyclic pulling
orces and its regulation by recruitment of lamin A/C
hrough Src-mediated tyrosine-phosphorylated emerins
nder tension. Interestingly, such force-mediated emerin
hosphorylation depended on both substrate rigidity and
echanical forces applied through integrin ligation.
So far, there are few studies of nuclear mechanotransduc-

ion in the context of stem cell nanotopography sensitivity.
lthough it has been reported that nanotopography can

nduce nucleus deformation [104,259], detailed examina-
ions of such nanotopography-dependent nuclear events
ave not yet been demonstrated until very recently. Specifi-
ally, Dalby and colleagues have reported mechanosensitive
hromosome positioning in response to disordered nanopit
rrays, wherein nanotopographic cue poses chromosome 1
loser to the nuclear membrane and increases its mean

nter-territory distance during human MSC osteogenesis
260]. The authors have also observed that positions of
ene regulation along the chromosome are sensitive to
anotopography [261], with nanotopography-enhanced gene
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e
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egulation concentrated toward the telomeric end of the
hromosome, where osteogenesis-related genes are clus-
ered [260].

A few mechanosensitive nuclear actuators relaying extra-
ellular mechanical signals to transcription activities in
he nucleus have been identified recently. As a nuclear
ranscription co-factor, YAP/TAZ can bind transcription fac-
ors TEAD as well as co-translocate SMAD 2/3 (regulatory
MAD, R-SMAD) to the nucleus, thus relaying cytoplas-
ic mechanotransductive signals to transcriptional control
achineries [24,231,262,263]. Importantly, the nucleus pro-

ein emerin and nuclear localization of lamin A/C are both
ritical for MAL/SRF signaling in the nucleus [248,266]. In
articular, emerin promotes nuclear actin polymerization,
hich in turn prohibits MAL nuclear export and thus pro-
otes transcriptional activity of MAL. In addition, emerin
hosphorylation is correlated with both substrate rigidity
nd nuclear YAP localization and activity [258]. Mechani-
al tension through nesprin-1 on isolated nuclei can also
nduce RhoA activation in the nucleus, although the exact
ole of RhoA in transcriptional control remains unclear
258]. Together, it is foreseeable that mechanistic stud-
es of nanotopography sensitivity of stem cells involving
uclear deformation, nuclear envelope mechanics, lamin
/C expression, nuclear lamina protein expression and phos-
horylation, and nuclear transcription activation will help
lucidate nuclear mechanosensitive players completing the
ignaling axis through which substrate nanotopography con-
rols stem cell fate (Fig. 7).

onclusion remarks and outlook

tem cells are promising cell sources for tissue engineer-
ng, regenerative medicine, drug screening, and toxicity
ssays. The major challenge faced by stem cell biologists
nd bioengineers is the large-scale, long-term stem cell
aintenance and high-specificity, high-yield, directed stem

ell differentiation toward clinically relevant lineages with
ature tissue-specific functions. Rapid advances in nano-

echnology and materials science have leveraged regulation
f stem cell fate and function via microenvironmental phys-
cal factors such as nanotopographical cues to enhance
unctional performances of synthetic nanoengineered bio-
aterials in stem cell engineering.
In this review, we have summarized state of the art

anofabrication methods for generating nanotopographical
iomaterials and surfaces for regulating stem cell fate.
ifferent synthetic nanotopographical biomaterials have
een successfully developed to control behaviors and phen-
types of stem cells, such as adhesion, migration, and
orphology, and eventually determine transcriptional activ-

ties and stem cell fate. By designing nanotopographical
eatures mimicking in vivo stem cell niches, a diverse
oolbox of nanotopographical biomaterials have enabled
ither long-term maintenance or directed lineage commit-
ent of stem cells, producing promising solutions for stem

ell-based applications. Although successful as a proof of

oncept, static nanotopographical biomaterials alone may
ot sufficiently dictate stem cell fate desired for differ-
nt applications. Soluble biochemical cues, dynamic control
nd regulation of topographical features, as well as cell
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co-culture systems, have all been demonstrated to play
in synergy with physical cues in regulating stem cell fate
[11,12,89,166,167,267,268]. In the future, design and fab-
rication of nanotopographical biomaterials will need to
be integrated with multifunctional biochemical modifica-
tions and even spatiotemporal patterning for simultaneously
control of multiple aspects of in vitro stem cell microen-
vironment and fine tuning of specific terminal lineage
commitment at a large scale.

Besides controlled stem cell differentiation, new strate-
gies to support long-term stem cell self-renewal and
large-scale expansion (maintaining an undifferentiated stem
cell state without spontaneous differentiation) will be cru-
cial to obtain sufficient cell source for stem cell-based
regenerative therapies. While it is currently still challenging
to design well-defined biomaterials and protocols promoting
stem cell culture, nanotopographical materials have been
shown great potential to form a favorable microenvironment
for maintenance of stem cell potencies. Such approaches,
alongside the potential of nanotopography to modulate stem
cell functions and to mimic the stem cell niche, remain to
be investigated in depth.

It is also worth noting that possible variance in nan-
otopography sensitivity might occur as a consequence of
studies using different cell lines with distinct culture con-
ditions and genetic origins and from different species. For
example, rate and human MSCs have been shown distinct
preferences for different nanotopographic feature sizes for
optimal osteogenic differentiation [14,139]. There are also
a growing number of studies indicating differences between
iPSCs and ESCs [269,270]. As such, it is important that
multiple cell lines from the same species are examined
and compared in the same set of nanotopography studies.
Especially for PSCs, iPSCs are always recommended to be
investigated alongside ESCs.

Another important direction in stem cell research is
induction of pluripotency or transdifferentiation of one cell
type to another [271,272]. Abundant evidence has shown
potent regulation of adult stem cell function and signaling
by nanotopography sensitivity, yet questions of whether
and how nanotopography at the cell—substrate interface
can be leveraged for improving cell reprogramming and
transdifferentiation remain unexplored. Such studies will
potentially provide novel approaches to improve efficiency
of reprogramming and transdifferentiation processes and
yield significant mechanistic insights related to mechanoreg-
ulation of development and diseases [9,273—275].

To improve performance of nanotopography-driven stem
cell fate regulation, it is imperative to understand the
mechano-sensing and -transductive mechanisms underly-
ing cellular responses to extracellular nanotopography. In
this review, we have discussed a few key mechano-sensing
and -transductive mechanisms implicated in regulation of
stem cell fate via nanotopographical biomaterials. Based
on current understanding of stem cell mechanobiology, we
have also proposed a few speculations regarding how dif-
ferent mechanosensitive signaling events may eventually be
integrated and converge onto several core mechanotrans-

duction axes, which constitute the ‘‘chain of commands’’
from extracellular nanotopography to nuclear gene expres-
sion. Future studies of nanotopography-responsive stem cell
behaviors may have to involve spatiotemporal dynamics
779

nd regulations of molecular mechanosensors, transduc-
rs, integrators, and actuators residing in different cellular
ompartments and organelles. Elucidating interconnections
nd cross-regulations between each component involved in
echanotransduction remain the central goal for the field to

ddress in the future. Multidisciplinary approaches merging
tem cell biology, materials science, biomedical engineer-
ng, and nanotechnology will be the most promising and
owerful route toward such goal.
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